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User-friendly and updatable 
software
Easy Scan has a user-friendly 
software interface to guide you step 
by step through all the duplication 
procedures for Silca Air4 remote 
controls. The device software can be 
updated using a USB cable and a 
dedicated software program to 
ensure your remote duplication 
service is constantly up-dated.

Code detecting function
The device immediately detects the 
original remote control type, 
identifying both its frequency and 
code type (fixed or rolling) and 
indicating the Silca universal remote 
model to use: Air4 F, V or Q.

Essential for quartz remotes 
duplication
Easy Scan is the indispensable tool 
for copying quartz remotes on Air4 Q. 
It measures the transmission 
frequency of the original remote and 
guides you in adjusting the power 
of the antenna.

Easy Scan is the device from Silca that guides you through 
the copying procedures for Air4 residential remote controls. 
Portable, easy to use and updatable, it is the essential aid 
for a successful remote duplication service over time.

EASY SCAN Easy Scan - Plus

Easy Scan has been produced in 
conformity with CE mark European 
standards.

Easy Scan

Easy Scan is the portable, easy to 
use and updatable device that 
guides you through the copying 
procedures for Silca Air4 remotes. 

Easy Scan - Plus

Net weight: 210 grams (0.46 lbs)

Dimensions:
Length: 147 mm (5.79”)
Depth: 88 mm (3.4”)
Height: 26 mm (1.02”)

Alimentation: 2 AA batteries (2x1.5 V)

SMART KIT SOLUTION

The pad graphics will help you 
put the remote in the right place 
for perfect signal transmission.

Duplication check
With the aid of Easy Scan you will 
easily be able to check that the Air4 
duplicate for fixed code remotes is 
correct and that the rolling code for 
the new remote has been properly 
generated. 

Portable and functional
Its compact size, light weight and 
easy-to-handle design make it a 
portable solution also suitable for 
small shops. It comes with an 
anti-slip pad to ensure its stability on 
your work station.

Multilingual
The Easy Scan software is available 
in 7 languages: English, Italian, 
German, French, Spanish, 
Portuguese and Dutch.

Easy access to tutorial videos
The QR code on the device grants 
prompt access to the online tutorial 
videos showing you the duplication 
procedures for copying each type of 
remote.

User-friendly Portable Duplication check Tutorial videosUpdatable

TECHNICAL DATA

Start off your residential remotes 
business with the Air4 kit, which 
includes:
- Easy Scan and its accessories;
- a market-tailored range of remotes; 
- eye-catching POS materials (poster, 
window sticker and display stand with 
sample). 

Easy Scan is available also as single 
item. Code: D744041ZB.

Contact your sales rep for more info.
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Air4 is the first-rate solution for duplicating residential remote 
controls, suitable for barriers, gates and garage doors.
Combining cool design, state-of-the-art technology and 
functionality, Air4 allows you to duplicate with ease most 
remotes available on the market.

AIR4 RANGE

Start off your residential remotes 
business with the Air4 kit, which 
includes:
- a market-tailored range of remotes; 
- eye-catching POS materials (poster, 
window sticker and display stand with 
sample);
- Easy Scan and its accessories. 

Contact your sales rep for more info.

SMART KIT SOLUTION

Air4 has been produced in conformity 
with CE mark European standards.

AIR4 is suitable for:

Barriers

Air4 comes in 3 different versions 
able to duplicate the vast majority of 
remotes currently on the market:

 Air4 F: for remotes using a fixed
frequency of 433.92 MHz AM.

 Air4 V: for remotes with
frequencies ranging from 433.92
to 868.35 MHz (AM/FM).

 Air4 Q: for quartz remotes with
frequencies ranging from 27 to
40.685 MHz. Silca uses
state-of-the-art technology with no
need for interchangeable crystals
to copy this type of remotes.

Swinging gates Sliding gates Garage doors

Widest remotes coverage on the 
European market
With Air4 you can duplicate the largest 
variety of fixed and rolling code 
remotes available on the market.

Extensive radio frequencies range
You can choose from 3 different models 
(F, V, Q) for perfectly reproduction of 
remotes with frequencies ranging 
from 433.92 and 868.35 MHz, as well 
as low frequency (quartz) remotes.

Simple duplication procedure
Duplicate your customers’ remotes 
quickly and easily thanks to Air4’s 
head-to-head automatic add-on, 
self learning frequencies function 
and simple programming procedure. 
With the aid of the Silca Easy Scan 
device you will also be able to make 
the necessary adjustments for low 
frequency remotes and check that the 
copy is correct.

Outstanding quality coupled with 
affordability
Air4 provides all the quality and reliability 
of a CE certified product entirely 
designed and manufactured in Italy.

AIR4 - Plus

remotes

Universal solution to meet all your 
customers’ needs
Air4 provides your customers with a 
single solution for storing up to 4 
different remotes in one device.

Ergonomic, functional, cool design
Available in 3 colour combinations, 
Air4 has anatomical grip, anti-slip profile 
and a string for easy attachment to key 
rings.

Compact and long-lasting 
Air4 is light, compact and durable, 
with solid plastic buttons and 
splash-proof technology that protects it 
against rain and water spills.


